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Introduction

SunoKitaab is an education podcast platform where users
can find great quality audio lectures ranging from NCERT to

self-help books. We are disrupting the traditional edtech
and education industry to bring back storytelling in

education. Our mission is to build an audio platform to bring
together educators to share stories and spread knowledge. 

sunokitaab.com



Increasing reading accuracy by  52%
Increasing reading speed,  expanding
vocabulary  and improving f luency,  and
Teaching pronunciat ion.
Improving comprehension by  76%;
27% of  the Kindergarten to  Year  12
populat ion are  auditory  learners
Students can l isten and comprehend
two grade levels  above their  reading
level  when regular ly  l istening to
audiobooks;  and
Combining pr int  and audio  increases
recal l  by  40% over  pr int  
It  improves focus and attention span
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Benefits of Audio-based learning
with SunoKitaab. 



Our Incredible
Teachers

ANJALI
Masters in  Media  and

Communicat ion
 

MAHAM
B.Ed

ANCHAL
BSc.  Chemistry

(Hons.)

NEHA N R
BSc Physics

VANSHIKA
B.Com

MANAS
Dentist

SAKSHI
Chartered Accountant

ANU
B.VSc.  & A.H

SINDHUJA
MA.  Engl ish

UPASNA
 B .Ed

SAWAN
B.ed & MA

TRIPTA
BA hons Economics
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Our Service
Let's have a look on what we offer

Content/Content
Development



Audio Content

Suno Kitaab Private Limited is a content
development company that specializes in creating
educational content for students, teachers, and other
educational organizations. We create content for
different platforms, including audio, literature, and e-
books. Our content covers a wide range of topics,
from basic school subjects such as math and science
to more advanced topics, such as computer science,
economics, and other field-specific subjects. We also
create content for language learning and vocational
training. In addition, we develop content for
educational institutions, such as teacher training
modules, college courses, workshops, and seminars.
Our content is designed to be engaging, informative,
and interactive, and we strive to use the latest
technology to make our content as accessible and
user-friendly as possible.
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Collaborations for
content
development



Raji R.

Students ❤ SunoKitaab

Sunokitaab is a must app for every child. It helps
you in improving your Hindi while also learning
your chapters. It has helped me by turning my Hindi
a 100% perfect!!! 😍 I recommend everyone to check
it out. Thank you Mam for changing my Hindi!!!!! 


Akshta

I love this app. you're doing great job . This is very
help full app for students. Thank you so much. I
think that if add books then it provide Very gret
service . It will help students who can't buy books.
In this app thir is no adds so it save time or don't
distract .evry thigns are very good about this aap . I
will refere this app to my friends also. One's again
thanks 😊😊😊😊 It is also useful for blind students or
the one who have no time for reed books

Surya Raj

I Found this app very useful, and Help me a lot of
containing Various topics from various sources. It
having no extra cost. It protect from direct eye
contact to harmful Mobile radiations

Devendra Raj

This application is really conducive in my study, as I
am a visually challenged, i do need recorded
sessions. Its content and the way of teaching are
appriciatable. However, you have to continue
working in improving and increasing your content. I
would like to add something which should be
recorded such as Indian constitution, static general
knowledge, computer and psychology. Also facing
problem while playing . Doesn't speak buttons. You
specify the labels for screenreader.
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Contact us for 
inquiries

JAIPUR OFFICE

S-1, 353 Nand Puri,

 Ravindra Nagar - A, Jagatpura,

Jaipur, Rajasthan

 

Supreme Cowork, 3rd Floor,

DLF Mall, Shalimar Bagh,

Delhi-110088

sunokitaab.com
info@sunokitaab.com
+91 9799166556


